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1. Introduction and Theorem. Let P ,--- be a partial

differential operator of order m wih C’-eoeffieients defined in a
spherical neighbourhood S(a, h) of a point a with radius h in R.
Furthermore let f2 be a domain in R containing the point a as a point
on is boundary.

hen we define the (a, D)-regularities as follows:

Definition 1. We say that P ,-- is (a, D)-reglar if for any

r and any integer , there are positive numbers l, t such hat every
distribution solution of the equation P(, D)=0 defined in S(a, r)
is in C(S(O, 1)), whenever C(S(a,r)fl(R--D)), where t depends
upon ’, and , bu depends only upon " and he derivatives of
the coefficients of P(, D).

Definition 2. We say that P ,-- is hpo-(a, D)-reglar if for

any ’, there is a positive number such that every distribution so-
lution of he equation P(, D)u--O defined in S(a, ) is in C(S(a, )),
whenever C’(S(a, ’) (R-))).

In the previous paper [, I considered the ease where P(, D)
has constant eoeffieients and X)-{I(,)>0} and showed tha le
>__8 then for a homogeneous polynomial p and for any q wih
order _<m--l, P=p+q is (0, )-regular if and only if the roots of
/)(/)--0 ( _1_ r/) can’t eu the real axis and the real roots are simple.

On he other hand in variable coefficients L. HSrmander considered
every interesting" theorems some of which showed the sueient eondi-
tion for P to be the hypo--regular [1.

In the present note under the same conditions as I-ISrmander’s
we shall generalize the distinctive feature of regularities mentioned

above to variable coefficients as follows: denoting p(, )-_0__p(, ,),

(p(,)-: p(,) and (,)-p(,), we have

Theorem. Le the prineipal par p(,D) of P(,D) have the
property such ha for some real valued function sC(S(O, h)) with


